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Regardless of these attempts to correct for the lean, the tilt continued to worsen throughout the centuries.
When Saffir was working on a United Nations project to study low-cost housing in hurricane-prone areas, it
struck him that there was no simple, standardized way of describing hurricanes and their damaging effects,
like the way the Richter scale is used to describe earthquakes. At this point, we've become accustomed to
hearing about hurricanes , and to predicting what sort of damage they might cause based on their category
number. The seismic response analysis result considering that pile-soil-structure interaction was compared
with that of without considering such interaction. However, it was not taken into account that water expands
when it freezes. The Problem Experts have been divided over whether the lean was an effect designed by the
architects, or if the lean was a result of structural issues relating to the soil at the base of the tower. Results
show that three-dimensional creep analysis, although very time-consuming, is necessary in order to obtain
more realistic numerical results. While the periods of unrest were no doubt a bane to the tower builders, it is
very likely that had these construction respites not occurred and allowed time for the underlying soils to settle,
the tower would have toppled well before completion. This is the first time in its history that movement of the
tower has completely ceased. The drills extracted soil from inside a casing without acting upon other elements
or outside of it. How does the scale work? The distributions of dynamic internal force of bar members were
summarized under vertical earthquake action and horizontal earthquake action. Burland calls the additional 4
cm gained since the intervention was completed in an added bonus. Here are some tips for dealing with soft
soils: When building over soft soils, it may be necessary to excavate down past the soft spot and place a
deeper footing. Although that may seem small, it is a welcome gift after centuries of worry that the building
would simply topple. Many trees will be snapped or uprooted, blocking numerous roads. The drill cavity then
closes smoothly when the drill is retracted and the soil settles, forming a cradle that cushions the tower as it
shifts slightly to the north. While digging, Burland says they found the remnants of a concrete foundation that
had been built in ; they attached the tower to it with massive chains, creating even stronger footing. Nearing
the completion of the tower in , the builders made a final attempt to compensate for the lean by angling the
eighth top story bell chamber. Thus, the tower has been deemed safer than ever, likely to the chagrin of
tourists hopeful to have been present when the tower finally took the plunge. The construction of the tower
occurred in three phases, spanning nearly two centuries, as war and social unrest mired the construction. With
the help of shake table array and substructure test technology, study on seismic performance of a long-span
continuous girder bridge has been done and some useful conclusions have been got. Flood the ground once the
trenches have been dug and then compact thoroughly. Had these been the only factors at work, uniform
settlement of the tower could have been expected; and the city of Pisa would play host to a significantly less
famous albeit more vertical tower. Power outages will last weeks to possibly months. However, this only
served to bring the tower closer to collapse than ever before. In order to assign a numeric category value to a
hurricane, meteorologists look to the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale, which was developed as a
classification system for Western Hemisphere tropical cyclones in the late s and early '70s by structural
engineer Herbert Saffir and his friend, meteorologist Robert Simpson, who was the director of the NHC at the
time. When all was done, the tower had straightened 40 cm, bringing it to the same inclination it had in 
Abstract Three-dimensional creep analyses are carried out to investigate the significance of soil creep effects
on the tilting history of the Pisa Tower. The evident tilt of the tower was first noticed during the initial phase
of construction which began in AD. It failed. Article Table of Contents Skip to section Expand. Electricity and
water will be unavailable for several days to weeks after the storm passes. Simpson began using it internally at
the NHC, and then in reports shared with emergency agencies. Instead focus on specific hazards at your
location. But how do meteorologists categorize these often-deadly storms, and how does that scale work? This
soil mix is more compressible on the south side, but over the years as the tilt increased, the Tower of Pisa
stopped sinking and began to rotate, causing the north side to move up toward the surface. This would create a
condition of controlled, localized, subsidence; and allow gravity to coax the structure back upright. The
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analysis result show that interaction reduced horizontal displacement in middle span of stiffening beam and
top of tower, horizontal moment not only at bottom of tower, but also assistant piers. Use geogrids to provide
an effective mean for reducing pressure below traffic surface.


